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The V0 property in Banach Lattices * 

José Sánchez Henríquez 

Abstract. 

Order weakly compact and arder unconditionally con
verging operators are consider on the setting of Banach lat
ices. 

In this paper we characterize the class of Banach lat
tices on wbich o-weakly compact operators on it are arder 
unconditionally converging operators. Two class of Banacb 
having the V0 property is showing. We a.Isa consider the 
spaces E on which every 1 a 1 (E', E)-convergent sequences 
on E' are a( E', E'1} -convergent. 

For notations and term.inology concerning Sana.ch lattices, we refer tbe reader to 
[l) and [9). 

We denote the norm dual of a Banach lattice E by E'. Besides the topologies 
u(E', E} and u(E', E11 ) in E' we shall need to consider the absolute weak topology. 
The absolute weak topology 1u1 (E',E) in E' is the locally convex-solid topology 
of uniform convergence on the order intervals of E¡ and it is generated by Lhe family 
of Riesz seminorms (p, 'x E E), wherc p,(J) =I f 1 (1 xi) for each f in E'. 

If T : E - F is an operator (i. e. a linear continuous mapping) between 
Lwo Banach spaces, Lhen its adjoint T' : F' - E' is Lhe operator defined by 
< T'f,x >=< f,Tx > fo r each fin E' and x in E. 

Let E be a Banacb lattice and X be a Banach space, an operator T : E - X is 
called o-weakly compact if T maps order bounded sets of E into relatively weakly 
compact subsets of X. Tbis class of operators was first consider by Dodds, [2j, 
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who noted its connection with the cl8S.' of ali weakly compact operators defined oo 
C(K) spaces. 

Tbe next result describes the o-weakly compact operators in terms of di.sjoint 
sequences. Its proof can be obtained from a clBM.ical result of A. Grothendieck [3J 
by using Kakutani representations theorems for Abstract M-spaces. 

Lemma 1.1 Let E be a Banach lattice and X be a Ba.nach space. Then o 
linear continuous operator T : E - F is o-weal«y compact if and only if T 
maps order bounded disjoinl sequences into nonn converyent sequen.ces. • 

Let E be a Banach Jattice. Following /lJ, we say tbat K e E' is o-equicontinuous 
in E if for each O ~ x E E and f > O there exists some g 2=, O in the ideal generated 
by K in E'·such that < (/ j f -g)+,x >$ f holds for ali f in K; (see j1 1 Theorem 
20.6J). The next theorem characterize the o-weakly compact operators and it is an 
easy consequence of lemma 1.1. and Theorem 20.6 of !l]. 

Theorem 1.2 Let E be a Banach lattice, X be a Banach space and T ; E _. X 
be a linear continuou.s operator. Then T is o-weakly compact if and onJy if 
T' trans/orm bounded subsets o/ X' into order-equicontinuous in E subsets 

~· . 
Let X be a Banach space, Grothendieck shows in [3J, that each linear c.ontinuous 

operator T from X into a separable Banach space is weakly c.ompact if and only if 
u(X' ,X)-c.onvergent sequenc.es in X' are u(X'1 X 1')-convergent. 

In the next lemma we c.onsider positive linear operators defined in Banach 
lattices. 

Lemma 1.3 Let E be a Banach lattice. The following statements are equi-. 
vaient: 
(a) Each positive operator T /rom E into a separable Banach lattice is weakly 
compact. 
(b} Each positive operator T from E into Co is weakJ.y compact. 
(e) Every I u I (C, E)-converyent sequence is u(C, E") -convergent. 
( d} Each positive operator T from E into a Banach lattice F such that the 
set {y' E r :IJ y' 1]$ l} is a(E', E) -relatively sequentially compact is weaki11 
compact. 

Proof. Clearly (a)=> (b) and (d) => (a) 
(b) => (e) Let {x~}. be a sequence in W such that x'0 - O 1 u 1 (W, E). Since 
tbe operator T: E - Cv defined by T(x) = { j x',, J (x)}n· is positive, it is weakly 
compact . By Gantmacher Theorem's its adjoint T' : li - E' is weakly c.ompact, 
then if {e,. : n E IN'} denotes the usual basis for li. the set {T'e,. : n E N} is 
o(E',E'?-relatively compact, SQ we have that 1 x~ J- O a (E' , E'? since T'en =I ~ I· 
Thus x'0 - Ou(E', E"). 

(e) => (d) Let F be a Banach lattice such that the set {x' E F'' 11 x'll:S 1} ~ 
u(P , F'1) -relatively sequentially c.ompact and T: E - F be a positive operator. 

If B (P) denotes the unit ball of F', !et fa1n}n be a positive sequence in B(F'), 
since {Ú..}n has a subsequence u(F', F 11) - convergent, we can a.sSume that the se
quence {T'V.,}n i.s 1u1 (E' , E )-c.onvergent, then by our hypotbesis , the sequence 
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{T'y~}n is a(E',E'')-convergent . Then T'(B(F")) is a(E',E'')-relatively compact 
sine.e T'(B(F') n P+.) does it . Thus T' is weakly compact and then T is also wea.kly 
compact. • 

Every Sana.ch lattice which is a Grothendieck space ver iíy the equ ivalent con
ditions of lemmal .3. Moreover every C(K) space has the same property. 

Corollary 1.4 !/ E is a Banach lattice t/1at verifies the equivalent conditiot13 
of Lemma 1.3, then: 
{a} If E is separable, then E is refiexive 
(b} lf E has an arder continuo11.s norm, then E 1 contain.! no lattice. isomorph 
to 11• 

P roo f. 
(a) Note t hat l E is wea.kly compact 
(b) Let {x~}n be a norm bounded disjoint sequence in E'. By tbe order-continuity 
of the norm in E, x~ - O 1a1 (E', E). By Lemma 1.3, x~ - O a(E', E 11 ), then E" 
has an order conlinuous norm and by [7], E' contains no lattice isomorph to l 1• • 

2 Order Unconditionally Conver ging Ope r a tors 

Let E be a Banach lattice and X be a Banach space, a continuous linear operator 
T : E - X is called order unconditionally converging (o.u.e.) if T maps weak
ly summable sequences of positive elements of E into unconditionally sununable 
sequence in X. 

Nicolescu, in j7], obtain t he next characterization of o. u. c. 9perators. 

T heorem 2.1 Let E be a Ban()..ch lattice, X be a Banach space and T: E - X 
be a continuous linear opemtor. Then the following assertiot13 are equiva
lent: 
(a) T is o.u.e. 
{b} O ~ Xn T, 11 Xn 11~ K in E implies {Txn}n iB norm convergent in X 
{e} 1/ {xn}n is a weakly smnmable sequence of pairwise disjoint positive ele
ments of E, then IJ Txn 11- O 
{d) There exists no sublattice F of E, lattice isomorph to eo such that T/F 
is an isomorpl&ism. • 

Following Pelczynki's ideas , see [8] 1 a Banach lattice E is said to have the V0 

property if every o-weakly c.ompact operator T from E into an arbitrary Banach 
space X is ano.u.e. operator. The fo\lowing theorem characterizes the Banach 
lattices with the V0 property. 

T heorem 2.2 Let E be a Banach lattice. Then the foll owing statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) E has lhe V0 property 
(b) For ea.ch subset K of E' which is arder equicontinuow in E we ha ve that 
lim sup {I x'(xn) 1: x' E K} = O for all weakly summable sequence ·{xn}n in 
e+. 
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Pro o f. 
(a) => (b) Let K be an arder equicontinuous in E sub.set of E'. Then by ¡11 

Theorem 20.6), lim sup {J ;i;'(xn) 1: x' E K} = O for each arder bounded pairwiae 
disjoint sequence {xn}n in E. But by Lemma 1.1 tbe continuous linear operator 
T : E - l00(K) defined by Tx = {~(z)}rEK is an o-wealcly compact operator, 
tben by (a) T is ano.u.e. operator. 

lf {xn}n is a weakly summable sequence in E+, then 11 Txn 11- O. Therefore 
we have that lim sup {I x'(x) 1: x' E K) =O 
(b) => (a) Let T: E - X be an o-weakly compact operator, then by Theorem 1.2, 
K = T'(B(X')) is arder equicontinuous in E. Let {x,.,}n be a weakly summable 
sequenc.e in E, by condition (b) lim sup {I x'(x11) J: x' E K} =O. 
Since sup {I x'(xn) 1: x' E K) = sup{I y'(Tx.) 1: y' E B(X')), we conclude that 
11Tx.11~-o. • 

The next corollary follows immediately from the above theorem 

Corollary 2.3 (a) For every compact Hausdorff space K, C(K) have tl1e V0 
property. 
(b) Jf E is a Banach lattice possessing the Vo property and F be a closed ideal 
of E. Then E/F have the Vo property. 
(e) /f E is a Banach lattice with order continuous norm, then E has the Vo 
property if and only if E is weakly sequentially complete. 1 

We conclude this paper by showing t.wo cla.ss of Banach lattices having the Vo 
property. 

Theorem 2.4 (a) Every perfect Banac/1 lattice has .the V0 property 
(b J lf E is a Banach lattice whic/1 sati.sfies the equivalent conditions of Le~ 
ma 1.!J. Then E has .~he V0 property. 

Proof. 
(a) Let E be a perfect Banach lattice and T be an crweakJy compact operat.or from 
E into an arbit.rary Banach space X. 

Let. {xn}n be a positive weakly summable sequence in E. Then the sequence 
Yn = Í:~=I Xk is norm bounded and increasing in E. Since E is a perfect Banach 
lattice, t.here ex:ists sorne y in E such that y = sup Yn· Clearly O s; Yn s; y holds for 
ali n. Thus by Lemma 1.1 1 {Txn}n is a norm null sequence in E. The conclusion 
follows from Theorem 2.1. 
(b) If E does not. have the Vo property, t.hen there exist.s a Banach space X and 
some crweakly compact operator T: E - X that is not an o.u.e. operator. Then 
there exists sorne f > O and a positive weakly summable sequence of pairwise 
disjoint elements {xn}n in E such that 11Txn112 f for ali n. 

Let y~ E B(X') be such that y~ (T::cn) 2: f for ali n, and let {z~}n be a pairwise 
disjoint sequence in E' with y~(Tx,,) = .:~(x,,) and 1 Z:, l:SI Ty~ j for each n. Since 
T(B(X')) ia an order equicontinuous in E subset of E' and z~ belongs to the 
solid huU oíT'(B(X')), then by[! , Theorem 20.6] 1Z:,1- O u(E' , E), and by our 
hypotbesis J z:i 1- O 1" 1 (E1

1 E 11 ) . Since {xn},, is a weakly summable sequence, 
lim 1 :!,, 1 (xn) = O and this implies lim y~ (Tx,,) = O contrary t'o our a.ssumpt.ion . 

• 
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